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An Economy a World Away 

US stock market volatility continued to prevail in the third quarter with most equity indices retreating  

from earlier peaks.    The key however was that the swings were mild and manageable, at least early in 

the quarter, allowing investors an opportunity to enjoy much of the summer away from their desks.   

Nonetheless, investor fixation on interest rate liftoff, the strength of the dollar, and wild swings in oil 

prices, following more than a year of collapse, kept the markets on edge.    

It was not until late August when headline news revealed that the Chinese economy, the world’s second 

largest contributor to global growth was itself in the midst of an unprecedented economic slowdown.  

Its stock market, the Shanghai Composite, which had climbed some fifty-eight percent in the first half of 

the year precipitously turned negative and collapsed by over forty-three percent in just weeks.   Fear 

immediately gripped world markets and a massive selloff in global equities ensued.  No market was 

immune, but those particularly hard hit were the commodity producing emerging market countries that 

rely so heavily on China’s industrial demand.    Emerging market currencies - which had already begun 

struggling against monetary outflows occasioned by our strong dollar - were further debased on the 

notion of a potentially significant global slowdown.  Despite our own limited financial and trade 

exposure to China, the CBOE volatility index (VIX) otherwise known as the “fear index” reached levels 

not seen since the 2008 financial crisis.    

Amid this unexpected downdraft and despite what technically became the US stock market’s first ten 

percent correction in its six year bull run, the Russell 3000 broad market ended the quarter down -7.3%.   

Following suit were mid and small cap stocks which fared even worse.  Each posted quarterly returns of  

-8% and -11% respectively.    On the flip side, treasuries and investment grade bonds - taxable and tax 

exempt - rallied to buoy overall portfolio performances as risk trades were replaced by investors’ rush to  

safety.  The Barclays intermediate term taxable and tax exempt bond indices ended the quarter posting  

returns of +1.23% and +2.01% respectively.   

Apart from the fallout over China, the US energy sector remained under assault during the quarter.   

Now in its fifteenth month of distress, we anticipate the condition will likely continue through much of 

2016 particularly if the Chinese government fails to quickly re-ignite its growth engine.  As with 

everything, however, an equilibrium price will eventually be discovered and the sector will normalize.  

For now though everything “energy related” continues to feel the pain as investors indiscriminately 

capitulate.  On this subject, it’s worth noting that the sector has an enormous footprint; one that 

touches virtually every asset class in some way.   To that point, our own midstream MLP portfolios have 

suffered significant volatility and consolidation not seen since the financial crisis.  This is despite the fact 

that their fee for volume based business models, continue to offer exceptional tax deferred yields with 

continued prospects for future distribution growth.   We continue to like this secular investment theme 

and remain convinced that those who endure the current cycle will be rewarded when shale oil and gas 

production finally rebound and opportunities to export eventually present themselves in the US.        



 

 

 

 

 

Harkening back to the US stock market for a moment, it should be noted that October has been notably 

kinder to investors than either of the previous two months.  At least for now, fear has abated and the 

broad market has recovered more than +7% of its late summer losses to keep year to date returns just 

above water.  Comforted by this recovery, we speculate that investors will once again immediately 

 re-focus on three main market drivers:  the Fed’s intention respecting rate liftoff; the trend in crude oil 

prices; and now the need to monitor just how successful a giant economy, a world away,  will be in 

stimulating its engine of growth for the benefit of all of us.      

 


